Star-Plus

Scalable, flexible, and
intuitive point-of-sale for
your pharmacy.

Every RMS system comes standard with advanced tools built to help you run a
more profitable and customer-centric pharmacy. Our holistic approach includes
software, training, hardware and 24-hour US-based customer service.

Standard Integrations

eCommerce Integrations

Pharmacy System Integrations
RMS systems integrate with over 30
different pharmacy systems. You’ll never
be charged for switching pharmacy
system providers and you’ll always have
the freedom to choose the integration,
and the partner, that works best for you.

With RMS’ integration with
Pointy, products you sell are
automatically uploaded for
display on Google so shoppers
can see what you sell and
come into the store to
complete the purchase.
There’s no extra data entry, no
additional hardware, and best
of all… no additional charge for
use of the integration.

NutriButler by RMS
Make supplement recommendations
based on prescription induced nutrient
depletion. Using RMS and one of our
natural medicines partners, you can
receive supplement information at the
register, allowing you to counsel patients
on use of the right supplements to
improve outcomes and overall wellness.

With RMS' integration with
24SevenCommerce, you can
create an online web-store
that’s connected to your pointof-sale system and sell your
products on platforms like
eBay, Shopify and more, while
your POS system synchronizes
products, stock, customers,
orders and product categories.

Payment Acceptance
RMS makes credit card processing crazyeasy. With our RMSPay application, you'll
find options for end-to-end encryption,
validated point-to-point encryption, built in
FSA card acceptance, EMV, and NFC
functionality.
Will Call Management
Streamline prescription sales and reduce
the risk of errors by taking advantage of
built in will-call management solutions.
Batch multiple prescriptions into a single
bag. Then, scan a single barcode at
checkout to add all prescriptions to the
transaction.

More Great Standard Features Include:
Electronic
Employee
Signature Capture
Management
Cash Management
Product
Robust Reporting
Management
Promo
…and so much more!
Management
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Mobile Solutions

Meds-to-Beds

Drive-Thru

The EvolutionPOS V2 tablet is the
solution for meds-to-beds programs.
Run full transactions bedside with the
full power of your RMS POS system.
This robust meds to beds solution can
help you to improve adherence, reduce
readmittance rates and drive sales
through your outpatient pharmacy.

For pharmacies operating from a
drive-thru window, wireless signature
capture is the solution to easily
capture required signatures during the
transaction. A simple, but useful
solution to troublesome cables or
paper signatures.

Delivery

Curbside

The RMS home delivery application
removes complications from the
delivery process. Prepare transactions
in the pharmacy, process payments or
mark them for collection and load
everything onto a PDA. Signatures are
captured in an offline mode and
transactions are automatically synced
when your driver returns to the
pharmacy.

A powerful solution for any business.
Curbside programs allow pharmacies
to expand their reach and provide a
convenient
and
safe
customer
experience. Scan items, process
payments, capture signatures and
print or email receptors in one
streamlined interaction using the
EvolutionPOS V2 Tablet.
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Add-On Modules
The RMS system is scalable and fully customizable. Add the modules you need
now, or as your pharmacy grows!
Accounts Receivable
Integrated A/R simplifies your house charge process. Process charges and take payments at the
till. Review customer account detail and print aging reports from any RMS workstation. When it’s
time to run statements, an easy to use wizard will walk you through the process and you can
print/ email from there.
Basic Inventory Control
For pharmacies that are looking to streamline OTC purchasing and receiving processes, basic
inventory control has everything you need. You’ll get automated price updates from your
wholesaler, automatically re-order sold items with replenishment ordering with electronic order
transmission and easily receive orders into stock.
Advanced Inventory Control
Adding on to the functionality of basic inventory control, advanced inventory control brings some
key features for more granular management of OTC products. Advanced inventory control allows
you to fine tune product ordering based on min/max quantities, manage inventory counts and
more with a wireless device and order intelligently based on vendor minimums.
Customer Loyalty
Increase customer retention through a customer loyalty program. Implement at the register,
mailed, or emailed rewards. Coupons for future purchases can also be emailed, mailed, or printed
right on the receipt. Create special promotions for loyalty members and recognize your most loyal
customers with loyalty levels.
Multi-Store/Centralized Management
Choose from two options for managing multiple locations. Multi-Store is built for 2-5 locations
looking for features like shared A/R & Loyalty accounts, easy reporting, and inventory transfer. For
larger organizations, or pharmacies looking for full centralized management, the Star-Plus system
can be connected to the Star-Link enterprise level management system. There’s no limit to the
number of locations that can be connected. Visit www.rm-solutions.com/starlink for more
details.
Signs & Labels
A great addition to basic or advanced inventory control, Signs & Labels allows you to print labels
and product signage right from your point-of-sale system. Print update labels just for the products
you carry, saving time and materials. You can also create promotional signage highlighting
promotions and compare and save labels for your private label OTC’s.
Support
All RMS customers have access to 24x7 support.
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